






Run out of jobs to do round the house and garden ?  Built up sufficient Brownie points for 
the next 5 seasons competition ? Or just bored with lockdown ?   Well - here’s the answer, 
The Giant HRCR Scenic Tour Picture Quiz.

Like the recent excellent Table Top Rally, there will be no prizes, no protests, no checking 
past entry lists and no googling ! Its just for fun - don’t post your answers here - entries 
and/or queries should be emailed to me at tours@hrcr.co.uk. 

Many thanks to photographers for excellent pictures, most have appeared and been 
credited in previous Old Stager magazines.

Answers will be posted on Facebook on Sunday 14th June - have fun & best of luck.

Kevin


Q1 - nice easy one to start - Name the event (the clue’s in the picture !)


THE GIANT HRCR  
            SCENIC TOUR  

                     
                           PICTURE QUIZ

mailto:tours@hrcr.co.uk


Q2 - The event is the Black Mountains Tour but what’s the car (Make and Model) ?

Q3 - This event has a great track record in charity donations. Who is its main benefactor ?




Q4 - Small but select - where are these Tour crews pulling in to ?


Q5 - Nice photo but what controversial establishment is situated just over a mile away ?





Q6 - Quite a well known bridge but can you spell it ?


Q7 - No it’s not the Chairman’s house - can you name the venue?




Q8 - The event was the Gordon Bennett Run Ireland - can you name the well dressed, 
regular HRCR series crew ?




Q9 - No, it’s not Game of Thrones in Belfast but somewhere a bit closer - name & 
location ?


Q10 - New event to our Series - who is the very famous competitor (maybe in the wrong 
seat !) ?




Q11 Great shot of the Pilgrim Sumo - but where was it taken ?


Q12  Nice TR3 outside Delbury Hall - where was the highest rest halt on this event ?




Q13  David & Liz Price looking very dapper outside which sporting venue ?


Q14 Some dodgy looking characters here but fortunately the gentleman welcoming crews 
back is not one of them, he’s the Mayor of where ?




Q15  Have to put a tough one in to provide a bit of a challenge ! - Can you name the valley 
in the background ?



Q16 Stunning victorian engineering - where & who made the engines ?




Q17 Appropriately enough a brace of Bomber County Mini’s where ?


Q18 Crabbing its way through the ford at where (no kidding !) ?




Q19 Weird, Vintage & Where ?


Q20 …. and finally, can you name the river running below the start venue for this event ?


Hope you enjoyed the quiz - don’t forget, send your answers to tours @hrcr.co.uk

Many thanks
Kevin


